[Progress and clinical usefulness of color Doppler method in diagnosing abdominal diseases].
We report the clinical usefulness of extracorporeal color Doppler ultrasonography (CDUS), color Doppler endoscopic ultrasonography (CDEUS), and recent progress in diagnosing abdominal diseases by the color Doppler method. CDUS has the advantage of being able to be performed repeatedly and noninvasively, it is thought to be useful for the evaluation of tumor vascularity and diagnosis of vascular tumor invasion and analysis of hemodynamics in abnormal vessels found in several abdominal diseases. CDEUS, which is performed under endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), can evaluate the hemodynamics more minutely and visualize small vessels more clearly than conventional CDUS. Recent progress in the color Doppler method, such as US color angiography and the use of contrast agents is expected to lead to a higher resolution of visualization and easier detection of abdominal vessels.